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Ephesoft and Consortio Announce Technology Partnership 
Information Management expert expands technology suite to deliver the most effective solution for their 

customers in the U.S. and Asia. 

 

(Irvine, CA:  April 26, 2012)  Ephesoft Inc., the leader in providing advanced open source cloud-ready 

capture solutions, and Consortio Inc., a U.S. and Asia based consulting company specializing in 

Information Management in the Pharmaceutical, Healthcare and Financial domains, today announced 

the addition of Consortio to Ephesoft’s worldwide network of solution providers.    

Consortio’s areas of expertise include Enterprise Content Management Systems, eDiscovery and 

Information Security.   Consortio’s strong consulting experience in highly regulated industries allows 

them to build strong partnerships with a deep understanding of how to leverage technology that will 

provide their customers with the solution that’s right for them.  

Jon Russell, Consortio’s Managing Director, explains: “We focus on our customers’ information 

management strategy to help them solve business problems with the best people and technology.  In 

order to do that, we felt that open source must be part of our technical strategy.  We chose Ephesoft as 

our partner because their 100% Java based product and CMIS standards provides exceptional content 

capture, classification and integration capability.  We now can offer our customers solutions which we 

feel offer the best value in the open source arena.” 
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David Talarico, Ephesoft's Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing, states: “Ephesoft is pleased to 

be working with Consortio in North America and the growing Asian markets where customers are price 

sensitive but still require advanced technology.  In this environment, Ephesoft can be very successful 

since it provides an advanced document capture platform for creating intelligent mailroom automation 

solutions. It can process any type of document coming into an enterprise by automatically scanning, 

classifying, separating, and extracting data from documents in paper, fax and electronic formats.  With 

Consortio’s skilled staff, they can now fully exploit this market.” 

 

 

ABOUT EPHESOFT 

Ephesoft, Inc. is headquartered in Irvine, California with an office in Maidenhead, England.  Ephesoft’s 

document capture solutions are open-source and cloud-ready, offering extreme flexibility and 

accessibility for a wide range of customers.  The company has been experiencing rapid growth in both 

the US and EMEA markets.  For more information visit www.ephesoft.com or call (949) 335-5335.  

 

ABOUT Consortio 

Consortio is an Information Management firm that specializes in the development and deployment of 

Enterprise Solutions and the optimization of Business Processes. 

 

Consortio’s offerings include Enterprise Content Management (ECM) Systems, eDiscovery, Enterprise 

Information Security as well as outsourced software development, testing and validation services for 

regulated industries such as Life Sciences, Healthcare, and Financial Services. 

 

With a presence throughout North America and Asia, Consortio is able to dedicate delivery resources 

onsite to work with clients using our “blended team” approach. Consortio’s Professional Services 

Organization offers the best of both worlds; a flexible and adaptable local partner backed by global 

resources and partnerships with extensive delivery capabilities.  

For more information, visit www.consortio-usa.com. 
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